In the ocean
Gross motor skills

Cooking- Make a sea creature from food

Do some ocean creature yoga
Follow the moves found in oceon animals file.

See if you can make a sea creature from food. You
can make a turtle. Cut an apple in half Add a
grape for the legs and one for the head. Add eyes.
They can be chocolate chips You can make an
octopus Keep the peel from a banana Ask an adult
to help split a banana skin into 8 strips. Add two
eyes.
ReadingListen and Read a book with your grown up

Science- Sink or Float?
Fill a bowl or bucket with some water. Collect
things around the home and / or outside that you
do not mind getting wet. Now before you place
them in the water see if you can predict if it will
float or sink. Now test it in the water. You can sort
the objects in to a group that sinks and a group
that floats. You may also want to try the shark

Art-Make a toilet roll fish

1. Find a toilet roll 2. Paint it the colour you want
it to be for the fish 3. Ask a grown up to cut round
one end for the head and two triangles to make a
tail. 4. You now have a fish shape and you add
scales on in it. What other sea creatures could you
make from a toilet roll?
Make ocean and waves sensory bottle.

In the ocean
floating experiment at the end of the pack

In the ocean

Ocean and Waves
Sensory Bottle
You will need:
An empty plastic bottle
Water
Baby oil
Small shells
Small plastic sea creatures
Small pebbles
Glue gun or strong glue

Method
1. First pour about 200ml of baby oil into the bottle.
2. Drop a variety of shells and pebbles into the oil.
3. Add the sea creatures.
4. In another container, mix water with some blue food colouring until
you have the shade of blue you would like.
5. Tip the water into the bottle and see what happens when the two
liquids meet.
6. Once all the materials are in the bottle, glue the lid on for safety.
7. The bottle can then be tipped from side to side to create waves and
bubbles.

